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Abstract 

Microparticles (MPs) are a type of extracellular vesicles (EVs) shed from the outward budding of 
plasma membranes during cell apoptosis and/or activation. These microsized particles then release 
specific contents (e.g., lipids, proteins, microRNAs) which are active participants in a wide range of 
both physiological and pathological processes at the molecular level, e.g., coagulation and 
angiogenesis, inflammation, immune responses. Research limitations, such as confusing 
nomenclature and overlapping classification, have impeded our comprehension of these tiny 
molecules. Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is currently the greatest contributor to end-stage renal 
diseases (ESRD) worldwide, and its public health impact will continue to grow due to the 
persistent increase in the prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM). MPs have recently been considered 
as potentially involved in DN onset and progression, and this review juxtaposes some of the 
research updates about the possible mechanisms from several relevant aspects and insights into 
the therapeutic perspectives of MPs in clinical management and pharmacological treatment of DN 
patients. 
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Introduction of MPs 
Microparticles (MPs) were first described as 

“platelet dust” in the early 1960s[1], and were assumed 
to be biologically nonsignificant shortly after their 
discovery. MPs are one type of extracellular vesicles 
(EVs), which has been a research hotpot in recent 
years and includes two other types: “exosomes” and 
“apoptotic bodies”. Established science has 
investigated multiple effects of EVs, but most work in 
this field has focused on exosomes. In published 
studies, MPs and exosomes are often confused and 
termed as EVs, though they are actually entities with 
several disparate characteristics[2]. Moreover, some 
documents have been reported contradictory 
characters and/or functions of MPs derived from the 
same cell type. Such phenomena, to some extent, 
based on an inexplicit classification, are likely to be a 
consequence of our incomplete understanding of EVs 

and lack of standard isolating protocols. In view of 
this, Gould, S.J. et al.[3] have offered some suggestions 
for this nomenclature complexity: 1) State the explicit 
use of the vesicles separately, choose the terms on the 
basis of certificated statement, and make sure these 
chosen terms are consistently applied throughout the 
whole text; 2) Introduce the relationship between 
these vesicles and their corresponding collecting 
method(s), also for obtaining and/or storing 
biological fluids containing these vesicles before 
isolation; 3) Use the term ‘‘extracellular vesicle’’ (EV) 
as a generic term as far as possible and as a keyword 
in all announcement and publications.  

MPs, sometimes termed as “microvesicles” 
(MVs), are 0.1- to 1.0-μm spherical-like structures, 
which are encapsulated by a lipid bilayer that 
typically possess membrane and cytoplasmic contents 
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(including lipids, proteins, mRNA and/or miRNA, 
and even DNA) of their parent cells and are reported 
to take up materials in the microenvironment where 
they are generated[4]. These bioactive substances 
enable MPs to exert their effects on fundamental 
biological processes in a pleiotropic manner. Under 
physiologic circumstances, MPs in the peripheral 
blood are derived mostly from platelets and 
endothelial cells (ECs), whereas in pathological 
contexts, numerous kinds of cells have been observed 
to release MPs, including erythrocytes, monocytes, 
lymphocytes and many other cell types. A multitude 
of studies have focused on plasma MPs due to their 
easier accessibility, whereas MPs from human body 
fluids (e.g. urine) have also been considered to 
potentially indicate the status of intrinsic cells, tissues 
and/or organs. The underlying mechanism that 
reportedly regulates the formation and release of MPs 
remains to be fully elucidated, but there has been 
some consensus: the entire MP-releasing process can 
be initiated by different forms of stimuli (e.g., 
inflammation) and mediated by a series of mechanical 
and/or biochemical factors, leading to calpain 
activation and phosphatase inhibition. Then, via 
enzymes called flippases, floppases and scramblases, 
through cytoskeletal reorganization and translocation 
of phosphatidylserine (PS) from the inner monolayer 
of the plasma membrane to the surface of MPs[5], and 
results in the final vesiculation and outward budding 
of the plasma membrane. In addition, Rho-associated 
kinase (ROCK) has been proven to be relevant to the 
shedding of apoptotic MPs[6] (see Figure 1). 

Once released from parent cells, MPs must dock 

on the surface of target cells to exert specific functions, 
where they can initiate signalling events[7] or be 
further internalized by recipients via membrane 
fusion or endocytosis. Having been implicated in both 
beneficial (e.g., prevents apoptosis[8]) and detrimental 
reactions (e.g., inflammation[9]), the uptake of MPs 
may be facilitated not only by their cargo but also by 
the characteristics of target cells and result in 
phenotypic and/or functional changes in the latter. 
Otherwise, MPs are likely to be eliminated by 
phagocytic cells, which are vital to the daily clearance 
of apoptotic cells and metabolic wastes and are closely 
associated with inflammatory processes. Recently, 
macrophages have been found to release both 
microvesicles and insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) 
during phagocytosis or responses to inflammatory 
cytokines; IGF-1 seems capable of enhancing the 
uptake of MVs by ECs, which critically decreases the 
magnitude of epithelial inflammation in vivo[10]. In 
addition, the clearance rate of MPs varies among 
different cellular origins, surface receptors and/or 
adhesion molecules because they bind to these 
molecules and external stress promotes their release[11, 

12].  
A variety of isolation techniques has been used 

for the qualitative and/or quantitative detection of 
MPs. The most common starting step is centrifugation 
to obtain cell-free media or platelet-free plasma 
samples, after which specific fluorescent-conjugated 
antibodies to cell-surface antigens or Annexin V, 
which labels externalized phosphatidylserine, are 
used with flow cytometry for the determination and 
enumeration of MPs[13]. 

 

 
Figure 1. The formation of MPs. When stimulated by external factors (e.g., inflammation, apoptosis), intracellular calpain and phosphatase are, respectively, 
activated and inhibited, reorganizing the cytoskeleton via three enzymes (flippases, floppases and scramblase) and phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure from the inner 
monolayer to the MP surface, all of which led to the final vesiculation and outward budding of the plasma membrane. 
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MPs as potential biomarkers in DN 
Diabetes mellitus (DM) refers to a heterogeneous 

group of metabolic disorders that generally manifests 
as hyperglycaemia. DM is mostly classified into two 
categories based on their pathogenisis: type 1 DM 
(T1DM) is resulted from complete deficiency of 
insulin secretion, while T2DM is characterized by 
various degrees of insulin resistance (IR)[14]. T1DM 
commonly develops before the age of 30, but an 
thorough autoimmune destruction of beta cells can 
develop at any age; T2DM is more typically seen 
among the elders, though it has an increasing 
incidence trend in the population of children and 
young adults[15]. As reviewed[16], there are 
discrepancies of cellular circulating microparticles 
(cMPs) patterns between patients with different types 
and stages (including diabetic complications) of DM: 
higher levels of PMPs, EMPs, and total annexin V 
positive microparticles have been shown in T1DM 
patients; while in T2DM patients, numbers of total 
MPs and MPs from leukocyte, monocyte, and 
endothelial cells have increased compared with those 
of matched controls. In addition, it has been found 
that elevated circulating levels of various MPs could 
predict cardio- and vascular outcome of DM 
patients[17, 18]. 

DM has reached epidemic proportions 
worldwide and predisposes patients to develop 
multiple-organ complications, among which diabetic 
nephropathy (DN) has taken a vast toll on undesirable 
renal outcomes[19]. The major pathological alterations 
of DN initiate from the excessive deposition of 
extracellular matrix (ECM), progress to mesangial 
proliferation and expansion along with growing 
thickness of the glomerular basement membrane 
(GBM) and finally develop into renal fibrosis with a 
complete functional loss. Currently, we monitor the 
progression of DKD mainly via (micro)albuminuria, 
GFR levels and/or creatinine clearance to confirm 
disease status, but in fact, renal injuries are likely to 
start when patient shows no abnormal clinical 
indicators[20]. Therefore, it is critical to investigate 
noninvasive and sensitive biomarkers that can predict 
disease progression. 

It has been reported by Li, S. et al.[21] that 
circulating total MPs (TMPs) and MPs from certain 
cell types, including platelets and monocytes, have 
been observed greatly elevated in patients with 
T2DM; besides, instead of activated 
endothelium-derived MPs (EMPs), apoptotic EMPs 
were significantly increased in these patients, both 
suggested that changing MPs levels are possibly 
relevant to DM conditions. There has also been 
consensus on the fact that CKD individuals have 

platelet activation and endothelial dysfunction, and as 
novel markers, PMPs and EMPs can be used to detect 
these pathological changes and to imply the 
development of CKD[22]. In the context of DN, MP 
accumulation can be observed in specific organs and 
has a close correlation with disease severity, but most 
MPs are detected in the circulating system, while 
actually the levels of MPs in body fluids also have 
implicating values. For instance, Lytvyn, Y. et al.[23] 
have discovered that in T1DM patients, there existed a 
higher level of urinary podocyte MPs, which 
suggestes glomerular injury of diabetic incipient 
stages even earlier than routine biomarkers 
(albuminuria, nephrin). Coincidentally, Burger et al.[24] 
found that in reaction to high glucose conditions, 
podocytes could accelerate MP production and 
release them into urine, which might be an early 
indicator of glomerular lesions in DN. With markers 
such as podocalyxin and nephrin, urinary 
podocyte-derived MPs can be detected using flow 
cytometry[25] and indicate kidney injury by displaying 
elevated levels. In addition to implicating glomerular 
status, MPs has also been reported to reflect early 
tubular impairment in T2DM. Dipeptidyl 
peptidase-IV (DPP-IV) is a membrane protein that is 
secreted from tubular epithelial cells and is bound by 
microparticles in urine. Thus, increasing excretion of 
MP-bound DPP-IV is associated with renal damage in 
DKD[26]. In short, there is a great possibility that 
urinary MPs be a new indicator for DN because of 
their noninvasive availability and potential to assess 
the risk of other complications. 

MPs in DN pathogenesis  
Hyperglycaemia is generally thought to be one 

of the most important attributes of developing 
diabetic complications because it causes injuries to 
cells and organs in various ways, e.g., inducing cell 
apoptosis[27]. Controlling blood glucose levels has 
been proven to slow the progression of DN and loss of 
kidney function[28]. However, some patients with 
uncontrolled DM are not inclined to develop diabetic 
renal complications, which suggest that chronic high 
glucose is necessary but not sufficient for the 
progression of DN. There are still several other factors 
that have proposed to be implicated in the 
pathogenesis of DN, such as lipid disorders, 
endothelial dysfunction, systemic inflammation. 
Despite the general involvement of MPs in promoting 
inflammation, recently Eirin et al.[29] have found that 
mesenchymal stem cell (MSC)-derived EVs can exert 
renoprotective effects by activating anti-inflammatory 
signalling; overall, however, with demonstrable 
increases in these abnormal contexts, MPs are 
supposed to be potentially active players in DN via 
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the mechanisms proposed below. 

MPs in transcellular crosstalk 
As in the macro world, where media can be used 

for the exchange of information, cells can 
communicate with each other via different substances 
and signals. There is mounting evidence suggesting 
that MPs are potent conveyers of information between 
cells and can accelerate or retard biological reactions. 
After exiting original cells or tissues, MPs can be 
recognized by target cells when arriving at pre-set 
sites of action. Under lipotoxic stress, adipocytes have 
been observed to release a “find me” signal, i.e., 
Annexin V-positive MPs, which acts as central 
chemoattractants and causes a state of chronic 
low-grade inflammation[30]. Released MPs can alter 
the intrinsic features of their recipient cells. A recent 
study indicated that MPs from monocytes and 
endothelial cells can induce an inflammatory 
phenotype in podocytes, which leads to glomerular 
inflammation in vivo and promotes the development 
of proteinuria[31]. 

As reviewed[4], MPs mediate transcellular 
crosstalk mainly through two possible mechanisms: 1) 
Activation of target cell receptors with bioactive 
molecules on the surface (namely, receptor-ligand 
interaction), which leads to subsequent cascade 
responses; and 2) Delivery of bioactive protein, lipid 
and genetic content (mRNA, microRNA or even 
DNA) after internalized by target cells. Take 
MicroRNAs (hereinafter referred to miRNAs) as an 
example. It has long been reported that miRNAs are a 
significant cargo contained by MPs and are related to 
the diabetic disruption of internal homeostasis, e.g., 
after controlling treatment of high blood glucose 
levels, endothelial cells produce MPs with decreased 
amounts of miR-126, which can induce endothelial 
repair[32]. Certain miRNAs, such as miRNA-29a, have 
even been able to protect against podocyte injury and 
restore renal homeostasis in DN[33], although whether 
this effect is MP-mediated has not yet been 
determined. EVs released by human islets can be 
internalized into islet endothelial cells, resulting in 
insulin mRNA transfer, apoptotic resistance, and 
angiogenesis in vitro. These activities may indicate the 
molecular mechanisms of cross-talk between beta 
cells and endothelium[34]. In addition, endothelial MPs 
from cultured ECs have been found to contain 
NADPH oxidase subunits, which enables these ECs to 
produce ROS and induce downstream effects on EC 
signalling without direct physical contact[35]. This 
observation may be of particular relevance in the in 
vivo setting where physical interactions between MPs 
and the endothelium may be limited, such as the 
interaction between podocytes and glomerular 

endothelial cells (GECs) which is restricted by 
glycocalyx covering.  

MPs and insulin resistance  
Defined as cells with impaired capacities to 

respond to the glucose-lowering effects of insulin, 
insulin resistance (IR) is generally thought to be an 
important feature of T2DM, whereas increased IR can 
also be detected in patients with T1DM and 
microalbuminuria; furthermore, the severity of IR is 
largely associated with DN progression[36]. With 
insulin receptors mostly expressed on tubular cells 
and podocytes in the kidney, DM-related 
hyperglycaemia, inflammation and dyslipidaemia all 
can contribute to IR in these two parts of the kidney 
and result in subsequent injury and/or 
dysfunction[37].  

EVs from adipose tissues (ATs), referred to as 
AT-EVs, has been reported to intervene in insulin 
signalling and contribute to local IR in organs such as 
liver[38] and skeletal muscle[39], which may depend on 
the transfer of their adipokine content[40]. 
Additionally, a potential role for AT-EVs has been 
proposed in the crosstalk between adipocytes and 
macrophages, which would further aggravate 
systemic IR[41]. Akt (known as protein kinase B) is the 
major downstream effector of PI3K 
(phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase), and insulin signalling 
is mostly mediated via the PI3K/Akt pathway. Given 
the adipose tissue macrophages (ATM) M1 and M2 
phenotypes, MPs derived from M1 macrophages has 
been found to reduce Akt phosphorylation stimulated 
by insulin through enhancing NF-κB activation; in 
addition, MPs block glucose uptake by hampering 
glucose transporter (GLUT4) translocation to the cell 
surface[42]. However, no reports have yet described IR 
caused by MPs in DN, and even reverse outcomes 
have been described in that the EMP levels are not 
elevated to IR conditions[43]. 

MPs and organelle oxidative stress 
Mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

are both essential contributors to maintaining 
intracellular homeostasis, and mitochondrial 
dysfunction and ER stress have recently emerged as a 
potential mechanisms involved in progressive DN 
deterioration. 

Physiologically, the oxidative respiratory chain 
(also referred to as the electron transport chain, ETC) 
embedded in the inner membrane of the mitochondria 
is the main source of cellular reactive oxygen species 
(ROS), which are innoxious when kept at normal 
levels. However, pathologic factors, e.g., chronic 
exposure to high glucose levels (as occurs in diabetes) 
and disrupted mitochondria, especially in the 
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glomerular endothelium[44], may result in overload of 
ROS products and oxidative stress, which have been 
recognized as one of the major culprits to DN kidney 
injuries. ER is a significant site for Ca2+ deposition, 
lipid synthesis and protein folding. Accumulating 
misfolded and unfolded proteins in the ER lumen, 
along with Ca2+ disorder, can induce ER stress and 
activate the unfolded protein response (UPR). 
Typically, the UPR is a protective mechanism during 
its early phases, but in contrast to the original 
intention of handling protein overload, prolonged 
UPR activation results from persistent 
hyperglycaemia and can promote podocyte apoptosis 
under diabetic conditions[45]. However, it has been 
discovered that hepatocytes confronted with 
lipotoxicity would release MPs containing mtDNA 
and oxidized DNA like intact mitochondria, which 
promotes proinflammatory cytokine secretion, e.g., 
TNF-α and IL-1β, that can further enhance hepatic 
damage[46]. 

Mitochondria and the ER are not independent 
intracellular organelles, instead they exchange 
metabolites and signalling molecules at the 
‘mitochondria-associated ER membrane (MAM)’ 
interfaces. Although some studies have suggested 
that mitochondrial ROS production is downstream of 
ER stress[47], it has also been proposed that an upset of 
ER homoeostasis is subsequent to mitochondrial 
dysfunction in certain metabolic diseases. Due to the 
close interactions between these organelles, the exact 
cause-and-effect relationship between mitochondrial 
dysfunction and ER stress has not yet been 
determined. Zainab Safiedeen et al. conducted 
detailed analyses of the crosstalk between ER and 
mitochondria in the regulation of oxidative stress[47] 
and found that MPs from apoptotic T cells can act on 
Fas and LDL-R and induce cytosolic ROS production 
via the neutral sphingomyelinase (SMase) pathway. 
Increased cytosolic ROS activates ER stress through 
the interactions between ER and mitochondria. In 
addition, neutral SMase activation can directly induce 
ER stress, which in turn increases both cytosolic and 
mitochondrial ROS. All of these lead to the decreased 
bioavailability of NO and subsequent impairment of 
endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation. 

MPs and vascular endothelial growth factor 
The vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

family consists of at least seven variants with 
separated properties concerning angiogenesis — for 
instance, VEGF-B neutralization has potentially 
therapeutic values in T2DM by ameliorating IR and 
enhancing glucose tolerance[48] — whereas the term 
“VEGF” typically refers to its “VEGF-A” isoform.  

Despite the possible extra origins from 

distal/collecting duct tubular cells and activated 
mesangial cells, VEGF is principally produced by 
podocytes in human kidneys and has been reported to 
be critical to the formation and integrity of the 
glomerular filtration barrier (GFB). There are two 
corresponding VEGF receptors (VEGFR) that belong 
to the tyrosine kinase family; although VEGFR-1 
seems more significant to normal podocyte 
self-support in vivo, VEGFR-2 may play a dominant 
role in VEGF-signalling maintenance of glomerular 
and adjacent endothelial cells[49]. Canonical VEGF 
signalling within the renal glomerulus can be 
activated by VEGF secreted from podocytes, which 
then crosses the filtration barrier contrary to urinary 
flow to bind to VEGFR-2 expressed on the surface of 
glomerular endothelial cells. Connections between 
MPs and VEGF have been increasingly mentioned in 
recent years, which have increased the interest in 
these two interacting agents in DN pathogenesis. The 
role that the VEGF-A/VEGFR-2 system plays in DN is 
occasionally termed as a paradox: in incipient DN, 
renal expression of VEGF and VEGFR-2 has shown an 
increasing trend; however, at later phases, loss of 
podocytes reduced VEGF signalling, which led to 
vascular rarefication and renal fibrosis[50]. Whereas 
the overexpression of podocyte VEGF164 in adult 
transgenic mice can induce remarkably higher 
albuminuria positively correlated with renal VEGF, 
this overexpression also resulted in similar 
glomerular abnormalities reported in early DN[51]. 
Intriguingly, VEGF-A165b is upregulated in DN 
patients and can restore glomerular endothelial 
glycocalyx to preserve renal function[52]. Such a 
paradox probably has something to do with both the 
expression of VEGF as several isoforms and the 
differences in renal phenotypes between humans and 
rodents[53]. Lymphocyte-derived microparticles 
(LMPs) have been discovered to exert antiangiogenic 
and proapoptotic effects by reducing the VEGF-A 
levels[54], which suggests that LMPs could be utilized 
in antiangiogenic therapeutic strategies for DN. 
Coincidentally, tumour-derived microparticles 
(TMPs) exert pro-angiogenic effects by inducing the 
mobilization and tumour homing of specific bone 
marrow derived cells (BMDCs), which contributes to 
the restart of tumour growth and can be blocked via 
substantially reducing the VEGF-A content of 
TMPs[55]. 

Therapeutic perspectives of MPs in DN  
Currently, conventional DN treatment includes 

ameliorating proteinuria and suboptimal 
maintenance of plasma glucose levels, with 
continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT) and 
kidney transplantation in the end-stage renal disease 
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(ESRD) phase. These measures are typically 
considered as the means of a last resort, which 
undoubtedly adds to the economic and social burdens 
for patients. These means can suspend but not 
prevent the development of DN. The list of MPs and 
their widely varied functions has dramatically 
extended in recent years, which highlights the 
therapeutic perspectives of MPs in clinical diagnosis 
and treatment of DN[56]. 

MPs have been utilized in pharmacologic 
delivery due to their submicron size along with the 
capacity to transfer materials among cells. As 
mentioned previously, MP composition can be 
determined by the cell of origin and the exogenous 
stimulus[57] or, in a more pragmatic sense, modified 
with specific contents of therapeutic effects via 
artificial means[58]. These measures can preserve drug 
bio-stability and exert a synergistic influence on 
pathogenic factors, which might be more efficient 
than single drug administration. In addition, MPs can 
be designed to conform to drug-releasing patterns as 

required[59], which ensures cumulative and prolonged 
therapeutic effects without the need for repeated dose 
administration or the occurrence of adverse effects 
damaging liver or kidney function[60]. In contrast, 
concerning the different forms of MPs involved in the 
disease mechanisms, it is theoretically feasible to 
alleviate MP-driven deterioration in diseases by 
inhibiting relevant aspects of MP involvement, 
including their biogenesis, release, cell uptake and/or 
the transmission of specific contents to target cells. 
Quite a few inhibitors have been proposed in this 
regard, including glycoprotein Ⅱb/Ⅲa antagonists[61], 
calpain inhibitors, ROCK inhibitors and calcium 
channel blockers[62]. Nevertheless, without widely 
practical applications to date, there are still 
impediments to be resolved. As to the protective 
effects of MPs mentioned above and the many other 
core cellular processes in which MPs may be active 
participants, interfering with these aspects might 
result in harmful off-target outcomes (See Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. MPs are involved in DN pathogenesis. With demonstrable increases in DN-related pathological contexts, MPs might be involved in DN via the 
mechanisms, including (1) Mediating transcellular crosstalk mainly by (a) delivering their content to recipient cells and releasing these bioactive substances or (b) 
binding to the target cell receptors via surface molecules (namely, receptor-ligand interaction); (2) Promoting partial or systemic IR, possibly by influencing the 
insulin-related Akt/PI3K signalling and blocking glucose uptake by hindering glucose transporter (GLUT); (3) Increasing the production of cytosolic ROS, which 
activates organelle oxidative stress of mitochondria and ER and triggers inflammatory responses; (4) Exerting functions associated with angiogenesis and apoptosis 
and communicating between podocytes and glomerular endothelial cells via the VEGF-A/VEGFR-2 system. 
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Summary  
The medical literature abounds with studies 

claiming to focus specifically on either exosomes or 
MPs instead of a mixture of EVs, which has hindered 
extrapolation to this community and prompted the 
adoption of new guidelines including precise 
denomination methods and standard isolating 
protocols. As mentioned above, MPs are possibly 
produced and released during the onset and 
progression of DN and could, in turn, influence this 
whole process via several theorized mechanisms, 
which are so intertwined that usually one aspect is not 
considered to be completely separate from another. In 
spite of the breakthrough that has been achieved in 
this field, there is still a dearth of detailed knowledge 
regarding the underlying mechanisms. To fully 
delineate the biological roles and potential efficacy of 
MPs, further studies are required to establish 
standardized purification protocols and dissect the 
cellular mechanisms underlying the proposed aspects 
outlined above. 
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